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LINKÖPING UNIVERSITY
Pro Optix supplies MPO solution to Linköping University
The solution provides improved connectivity and a more cost-effective management of
maintenance and changes.
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in and to discover what conditions existed. Together, the

PROCUREMENT OF NEW DATA CENTRE

data centre requirements for capacity were discussed, so
Pro Optix and ATEA could design a suitable solution. The

When Linköping University required a brand-new data hall

design proposal enables you to connect to 10/40/100G.

the choice to use an MPO solution prevailed over

The MPO solution is tailor-made but modular, containing

traditional fibre with welding. Partner ATEA in Linköping

MPO chassis, MPO cassettes and custom-made MPO

supported LiU with hardware and expertise with Pro Optix

cables with both MPO connectors and LC connectors.

maintaining involvement with both LiU and ATEA
throughout the project. The new data centre includes a
cluster of storage, switches, servers and associated

SOLUTION

optics. The MPO solution simplifies and creates the
flexibility LiU desired, so they could build their data centre

Future-proofed to reverse back to 24 fibres just by

vision that is well-equipped for the future.

adding a 2x12 fibre to 24 fibre MPO. 19” chassis. In
each 1U there are two 24F MPO – LC cassettes and
2x12 MPO-24MPO cartridges.

DESIGN PROPOSALS

Products

Pro Optix and ATEA visited Linköping University on-site to

MPO Chassis

view the environment that the solution would be installed
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LIU CHOOSES AN MPO SOLUTION
MPO solutions significantly reduce the number of cable connections and can be built as required completely modular. In
addition, you remove the need for welding of fibre, which increases flexibility and a high-guaranteed standard when all
contacts come measured by factory protocol. Through the MPO fibre, you can run 10, 40 and 100G fibres in one contact.
LiU has a mirror solution with “two sides” in the hall where you can send traffic between each side at the desired speed. One
and the same cable can also be used for several connections and at present we can two 100G connections on the same
cable.
MPO delivers a cost-effective and space-saving solution. This provides a flexible, fast and orderly installation where one
can easily plug-in and unplug parts or the entire installation. The installation of the MPO solution is fast and flawless, as all
cassettes, cables and connectors are tested from the factory with test protocols. That means you don’t have elongated
system verification of performance. MPO solutions have low loss levels and maintain high-performance and reliability,
which LiU required for their data centre. The data centre will deliver HPC-based services with the right capacity. The
ongoing maintenance of the data centre is also facilitated making it easy to quickly move connections and make changes.
FUTURE SOLUTION
One requirement from LiU was the possibility to continue expanding the capacity to meet future needs. It is important the
hall is future-proofed for over 10 years. We can reverse back to 24 fibres just by adding a 2x12 fibre to 24 fibres MPO. This
means that we can meet future needs at higher speeds without any additional changes except small MPO cables at each
end.
As a result, the solution can quickly double the capacity just by making use of already existing 24 fibers! In addition, we
have plenty of room to work on if more modules are needed to face up to more interfaces in the future. MPO solution
also contains vacancies in the MPO chassis, which gives the possibility of more cassettes and connections.

ABOUT LIU

ATEA SVERIGE

The university conducts world-leading,

Creating a world-class IT infrastructure with ATEA lays

boundary-crossing research in close collaboration with

the foundations for a smarter and more innovative

the business world and society. Their research fields

Sweden. In Sweden, ATEA has 2,400 employees and

include materials science, IT and hearing. In the same

1,400 consultants across 30 locations from Malmö in

spirit, the university offers many innovative educational

the south to Kiruna in the north.

programmes, many of them with a clear vocational
focus, leading to qualification as, for example, doctors,

Beyond Sweden, ATEA is available across seven

teachers, economists and engineers.

countries in the Nordic and Baltic countries, has
approximately 6,900 employees, is a market-leader in

The university has 27,000 students and 4,000

the Nordic region and the Baltic States and is the

employees on four campuses seeking answers to the

second largest IT infrastructure provider in Europe. The

complex questions and issues facing us today. The

Group had a turnover of over NOK 32.4 billion in 2017

students are among the most desirable in the labour

and is listed on the Oslo Stock Exchange.

market and according to international rankings, LiU is
placed as a leading global university.
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